One-Write Systems

Easy-To-Use, One-Step Bookkeeping

Your records are well-organized, and you never forget to record a check.

Transfers your check information onto the journal sheet—automatically.

System Components
- 300 Checks
- 15 Journal Sheets
- 15 Ledger Cards*
- 150 Window Envelopes
- 1 Vinyl Folding Board
*Payroll & Combination Systems only

Try a low cost, reduced quantity Starter Pack (Turn over for details.)

Get the One-Write Advantage!
One-Writes combine checkwriting and record keeping into one easy step. As you write the check, a carbonless strip on the back transfers the information onto the journal sheet. Everything you need to write, record and mail checks in one compact binder that’s small enough to carry into the store. Durable enough to withstand years of use.

Compact Size Check (7¼” x 3¾”)

Non-Personalized Duplicate

Fully Personalized Duplicate

FREE Security Features
Protect your business! All checks include these fraud prevention features at no additional cost.
- Chemical Sensitive Paper and Erasure Protection
- Padlock Icon and Warning
- Microprint Signature Line

100% MICR Codeline Guarantee
Financial institutions give our MICR printing top ratings.

Accessories
Ask about our...
- Endorsement Stamps
- Deposit Tickets
- Post Binders
Payroll checks. General Expense checks. And checks that work for both. Ask your sales representative if you don’t see the one you need here.

**Payroll System**

**Check Colors**

- Blue
- Green
- Tan
- Antique

**Typestyles**

- HELVETICA
- Calligrapher
- Bookwright
- Delegate

*Added charge for these premier features.

**One-Write Starter Packs**

Reduced quantity - everything you need to try a One-Write System yourself.

- 150 Checks (Blue only)
- 7 Journal Sheets
- 15 Ledger cards (Combination & Payroll Systems only)
- 75 Double Window Envelopes
- 1 Folding Snap Board

**Low Minimum Quantities**

One-Write Checks ... 300 Qty

**Fast Turnaround**

Standard orders shipped within days. Express Delivery available.

**Pricing**

Fair and competitive – ask for a quote!

**Order Yours Today!**

Your personal guide to the right checks and forms for your business.